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Reach, lengthen, and hold onto your limbs during poses without overstretching. Work hard-to-reach core muscles to stabilize mood, posture,
and reach your center of gravity.Cultivate both physical and mental flexibility that for a stronger and more energized spirit.Use your exercise ball
in a wide variety of settings to challenge and deepen your body awareness.Master pesky yoga poses and balancing techniques that were
always a bit out of reach.Achieve the flexibility and elongation necessary to perform a full pose safely.Product Details Need a simple yoga
accessory to help you experience the full benefits of your yoga poses? Fit Spirit's 6FT cotton yoga strap is the perfect length and component for
your yoga practice. Bring both comfort and durability along on your yoga journey with one of the most widely used props in yoga. Bend and
stretch in ways you never thought imaginable and breathe the spirit of the Fit Spirit brand in one of our most fun and strengthening accessories.
Maintenance Your Fit Spirit yoga strap is made to transform your daily movement and way of life while improving your physical aesthetic. Just
as maintaining your health should be a part of your lifestyle, so should maintaining the products you use to support your health. To continue
using your yoga strap to the best of its ability, we encourage you to perform simple routine maintenance to keep your strap in pristine condition.
The positive energy you give to it will channel back to you during your practice. Hand wash your strap using cold water or a mild detergent. To
remove dirt or grim from the strap, use a soft brush dipped in cold water and gently brush the strap. To dry, hang your strap in direct sunlight.
Avoid machine washing or drying. Remember, the better care you demonstrate towards your yoga strap, the longer it will last; which will reduce
its carbon footprint and promote sustainability. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
12,90 €

Discount -4,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerFit Spirit 

Description Package Includes: 1 Black Fit Spirit Yoga Strap - 6ft 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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